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Abstract

The objective of the TEPSS project [1,2] was to make significant additions to the technology
base of the European Simplified Boiling Water Reactor (ESBWR). The project focused on
mixing and stratification phenomena in large water pools, passive decay heat removal from
containments, and effects of aerosol deposition inside a passive heat exchanger.

The PSI experimental facility LINX (Large-scale Investigation of Natural Circulation and
Mixing) has been used to investigate venting of steam and steam-noncondensable gas mixtures
into water pools. The test revealed that no significant steam bypass could be detected when
injecting a mixture of steam or air and that mixing was very efficient. In addition to the tests, 3-
D numerical computations and initial model development have been performed to study the
behaviour of bubble plumes in water pools.

The major part of the TEPSS project studied selective aspects of the response technology
of modern pressure-suppression type containment designs and of passive-type decay heat
removal systems. The work included an experimental phase using the large-scale experimental
facility PANDA (Passive Nachwarmeabbfuhr und DruckAbbau), operated by PSI, where eight
experiments successfully have been executed to test the performance of the ESBWR
containment configuration. The PANDA tests have been analysed successfully using
thermalhydraulic system analysis codes and 3-D CFD codes.

The AIDA (Aerosol Impaction and Deposition Analysis) experimental facility of PSI has
been used to investigate the degradation of passive decay heat removal due to fission product
aerosols deposited on the inside surfaces of the PCC (Passive Containment Cooler) heat
exchanger tubes. The one test performed revealed that the degradation of the heat transfer in
the PCC tubes due to the deposition of aerosols reached about 20 %. The test has been
analysed using the MELCOR severe accident analysis code.

1 Introduction
The objective of the TEPSS project was to make significant additions to the technology

base of the ESBWR which offers enhanced safety and improved public acceptance through
product design simplicity and increased safety margins. The TEPSS project has performed both
experimental and analytical research needed to support advances in the areas of:
• Improved countermeasures against pool stratification, including studies of thermal plumes

and testing of concepts to avoid or minimize hot, stratified pool regions (Work Package 1);
• Improved designs of containments, including tests on the passive decay heat removal in a

model of the ESBWR containment (Work Package 2);
• Enhanced aerosol removal features, including a test demonstrating that passive heat removal

systems can act as an effective aerosol filter and that heat removal capacity is not
endangered by aerosol deposition in the containment cooler condenser tubes (Work
Package 3).
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The TEPSS project has been executed from 1 January 1995 to 31 December 1998 as a
Shared Cost Action within the INNO Cluster, "Exploring Innovative Approaches/Conceptual
Reactor Safety Features", under contract number FI4I-CT95-0008.

2 Work Programme
The TEPSS project was structured in three separate Work Packages. Descriptions of the

three facilities that have been used for the tests can be found in [1].

2.1 Suppression Pool Mixing and Stratification
The motivation of this work, came from the need to confirm the success of passive safety

systems over long periods of time after an accident. Therefore, more detailed knowledge
seemed necessary with respect to the mixing and stratification behaviour of large water pools.
The PSI experimental facility LINX has been used to screen and optimise venting of steam and
steam/noncondensable gas mixtures into a large water pooL The aim of this work was to in-
vestigate suspected tendencies by hot gas mixture releases to cause stratified heating of a thin
topmost layer of a BWR suppression pool, which would impose added vapour pressure load-
ing onto the Wetwell (WW) gas space.

Relevant phenomena that needed further investigation related to the condensation within
the steam/air bubbles, mixing and stratification in the pool itself, and the interaction between
these two processes. Measurements, including visual methods, have provided a database for
the assessment of mixing models included in containment analytical codes.

2.2 Passive Decay Heat Removal
Within this work package, selective aspects have been studied of the response

technology of modern pressure-suppression-type containment designs and of passive-type
decay heat removal systems. An important goal of the study was to both better understand and
predict relevant phenomena that occur in these systems by the use of various existing computer
codes. Apart from directly aiming at mitigation of severe accident effects, application of the
new features and systems in modern containment designs yielded improved pressure margins
under hypothetical loss-of-coolant accidents (LOCAs).

The work package included an experimental phase and an analytical phase encompassing
the PANDA facility at PSI. With reference to the ESBWR, the PANDA facility has been
modified to reflect the design changes with respect to the formerly investigated SBWR
configuration. One important modification of the ESBWR containment design compared to the
SBWR is that the gravity-driven cooling system (GDCS) is made topologically part of the WW
gas space. This has the advantage that the WW gas space volume is increased when the GDCS
pools are drained, resulting in a lower pressure build-up in the containment. Because of the
higher power output of the ESBWR, the scaling ratio of the PANDA facility has changed to
1:40. Scaling analysis has been applied to assure that the observations in PANDA would be in
known relationship to the phenomena in the ESBWR.

In the modified PANDA facility, eight experiments have been executed to test the
performance of the ESBWR-like containment configuration. For each of the PANDA tests,
pre- and post-test analyses have been performed. The pre-test predictions using
RELAP5/MOD3 provided valuable insights in the phenomena that could occur during the test
runs. Post-test analyses using RELAP5/MOD3, TRAC-BF1, MELCOR, and GOTHIC have
been performed for the purpose of code qualification.

2.3 Passive Aerosol Removal
The AIDA PCCS experimental facility has been used to investigate the degradation of

passive decay heat removal due to fission product aerosols deposited on the inside surfaces of
the PCC heat exchanger tubes. The experimental work consisted of the execution of one
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Pressure Regulation Vent

experiment using tinoxide aerosol as a simulant. Both pre-test and post-test analyses of the
experiment have been performed using the integrated accident analysis code MELCOR.

3 Main Results Obtained
3.1 Suppression Pool Mixing and Stratification

In the ESBWR, the primary system depressurization following a LOCA leads to air and
steam flowing into the WW through the main vents and the PCC vents (see also Fig.2). In the
long term, air and any uncondensed steam are vented only through the PCC vents. The
efficiency of the condensation and mixing processes inside Suppression Pool (SP) of the WWs
affects the pressure of the entire building containment. For the pressure to be as low as
possible the system should condense a maximum amount of steam in the PCCs and in the SP.
Moreover, at equilibrium the steam partial pressure in the WW is directly related to the
saturation temperature at the pool surface temperature, which means that a good mixing in the
water pool must be achieved to involve a maximum amount of water and mitigate the

temperature increase.
For a single pipe PCC vent line however, steam

by-pass, consisting of uncondensed steam passing
through the SP to the WW gas space, could be a
concern since it could lead to a thermal stratification in
the SP and an increased pressure in the wetwell.

To investigate any steam by-pass from a vertical
vent line as well as mixing and stratification in a large
water pool, two test series have been executed in the
LINX facility (see Fig.l). The first test series investi-
gated steam condensation in the water pool. The pur-
pose of the second test series was to visualize and
characterize the flow resulting from gas venting into
the ESBWR suppression pool for a wide range of con-
figurations. The following paragraphs contain a sum-
marized overview of the results.

3.1.1 Steam Bypass Tests
No significant bypass could be detected during

the tests when injecting a mixture of steam and air.
Steam bypass was however found to occur at the end
of the pure steam injection tests when the pool tem-
perature approached saturation. The gas mixture simply

reached equilibrium with the bulk water and steam condensation was complete before the gas
reached the water surface, even for low submergence depths.

3.1.2 Pool Stratification Tests
For all the tests, pool mixing was found to be very efficient. The pool mixing is greatly

enhanced by the presence of air in the injected gas. In the mixing process, geometry may play
an important role, so the results of the LINX tests should be handled with care to extend the
results to the ESBWR case where the distance from the vent to the wall is much larger than in
the LINX vessel.

3.1.3 Visualisation Tests
The visualization test series lead to a better characterization of the flow resulting from

venting and of the bubble fragmentation that was found to play a major role in condensation.

Heating and
Cootlng Exchangers

Fig.l LINX Experimental Facility
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The distance necessary for the bubbles to break up has been systematically evaluated and gen-
eral trends have been detected. Further analysis of the results is however required.

3.1.4 Modeling of Confined Bubble Plumes
In parallel with the LINX experimental programme, 3-D numerical computations have

been carried out by PSI. In lieu of data from the LINX tests, which were not available in time
for the assessment of the TEPSS analytical work, initial model development has been under-
taken and compared with published bubble-plume experiments.

3.2 Passive Decay Heat Removal
The work performed for this Work Package consisted of a scaling analysis of the

PANDA facility with respect to the ESBWR (see also Fig.2), the subsequent modification of
PANDA, the execution of eight integrated system tests in the PANDA facility, and analytical
activities which included both pre- and post-test analyses of the tests using different codes.

ESBWR versus PANDA (at the same scale)
PCC Pool IC Pool

ESBWR PANDA Scaling:
Height - 1 : 1
Volume ~ 1 :40
Power - 1 :40

S=SS3.DS4.2 17IB.97/HX42

Fig.2 Schematic of the ESBWR design and the PANDA facility

3.2.1 Scaling Analysis
In reduced scale facilities such as PANDA, exact similitude with the reference design

such as the ESBWR cannot completely be achieved. Therefore, a scaling analysis has been
performed to design the PANDA facility and to determine initial and boundary conditions so
that any distortion would not affect significantly the evolution of the physical processes to be
investigated. The main conclusions of the scaling analysis were that all major processes have
been scaled properly and that the PANDA tests form a good benchmark for pressure response
of the ESBWR containment.
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P1: Base Case

MSL break LOCA + 1 hr
(long-term PCCS cooling phase)

PCC1 PCC3

Steam

P2: Early Start P

MSL break LOCA + 20 min
(transition from GDCS st<
injection to long-term
PCCS cooling phase)

P3: PCCS Start-up

DW initially filled with air
(demonstrate PCCS start-up
under challenging conditions)

P4: Trapped Air in DW

Air released during transient
(investigation of how n/c gas
affects PCCS performance)

PCC3

PCC3

Steam

PCC3

P5: Symmetric Case

PCC2 isolated,
air supply to DW later in transient
(MV clearing phase, caused by
reduced PCC capacity)

P6: Systems Interaction pcci

IC and PCCS in parallel,
DW1 to WW1 leakage
(is PCCS performance
adversely affected?

P7: Severe Accident

PCC1

Steam

PCC3

Steam

HelluiAll break flow to DW2,
PCCI isolated,
He supply to DW later in transient
(simulation of hydrogen release
and reduced PCC capacity

P8: PCC Pool Boil Down

Extension of Base Case P1
(how do low PCC pool levels affect
containment performance?)

PCC3

Steam

Steam

Fig.3 Schematic of the PANDA P-Test series

3.2.2 Experiments and Analytical Support
The work performed for this work package consisted of the execution of eight tests, PI

to P8, in the PANDA facility at PSI, and the analytical support by all partners. The main cha-
racteristics and the facility configurations for the individual tests are shown in Fig.3. The codes
that have been used for the overall analysis of the P-series tests were RELAP5/MOD3, TRAC-
BF, and MELCOR, whereas the 3D code GOTHIC has been used to provide detailed informa-
tion on phenomena like mixing and stratification in the containment vessels.

Test Pl/8: The Pl/8 test was actually a combination of two separate tests, the PI "Base
Case" test, and the P8 "PCC Pool Boil Down" test. Test PI simulated the long-term cooling
phase starting 1 hour after a Main Steam Line Break (MSLB) LOCA. Test P8 was executed as
an extension of PI and provided information about how the passive decay heat removal and
containment performance are affected by low PCC pool levels. In general, the PI test showed a
favorable and robust overall PCC system behaviour. The global DW (Drywell) and WW
(Wetwell) pressure responses as shown in Fig.5 and Fig.4 were expected from the pre-test
calculations. From the results of test P8, it appeared that the PCCs are well capable to remove
all the decay heat from the PANDA containment up to the point where about 75% of the PCC
tubes are uncovered, which occurred at 22 hours for the Pl/8 test. An important outcome of
the P8 test is that PCC pool level, up to a limit, has no effect on the containment heat removal
and containment pressure.

The analysis of the Pl/8 test results using RELAP5 and MELCOR showed that the
overall behaviour of the test has been calculated quite well with regards to pressure, mass flow
rates, and pool boil-off. However, due to the one-dimensional, stacked-volume modeling of the
PANDA DW, WW, and GDCS vessels, 3-D-effects such as in-vessel mixing, recirculation and
stratification could not be calculated. This did however not significantly affect the overall
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Fig.4 WW1 Pressures of PANDA Test Pl/8
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calculated results.
Similar trends for both
codes were found for the
simulations of the other
tests.

The TRAC-BF1
calculations show a
reasonable agreement
with the PI test, but only
a part of the transient as
well as part of the
system have been
analyzed with the code.
This also accounts for
the simulations of the
other tests. The code
suffered from numerical
problems that relate to
the modeling of three-
dimensional volumes
that contain air. To solve
this problem, additional
development of the code
is necessary. Similar
problems with the one-
dimensional level track-
ing model components
were solved by UPV,
which provided a
significant update of the
code when applied to
low-pressure, low driv-
ing force situations.

Other improvements on the TRAC-BF1 code that were implemented by UPV concerned
a model for the steam condensation phenomena in the presence of non-condensable gases and
a model for the secondary side heat transfer during natural convection flow outside vertical
cylinders immersed in a pool.

Test P2 The "Early Start" P2 test provided data for the transition period from the GDCS
injection phase to the long-term PCC cooling phase of the post-LOCA transient. After the
start-up, all decay heat was removed equally by the three PCC units. There was no significant
energy deposition in the WW.

Generally, the RELAP5 and MELCOR simulations matched quite well the P2 transient.
In spite of the large efforts made trying to run TRAC-BF1 code for the P2 test, the code
suffered from shortcomings in the level tracking model as a result of which no results have
been obtained for this case.

Test P3 The "PCCS Start-Up" P3 test demonstrated the PCC system start-up with the
condensers and DW initially filled with non-condensable gas, which represented the most
challenging condition for PCC start-up. During the test, air accumulated in the lower region of
the "dead end" volume DW1. After the system start-up, the two PCC units operable were not

2.2

2.0

3—QRELAP5 Post-Test
3—©MELCOR Post-Test
\^-VTRAC Post-Test

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
Time (hrs)

Fig.5 DW1 Pressures of PANDA Test Pl/8

30
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sufficient to condense all steam from the DW which lead to a continuous energy transfer from
DW to WW. This occurred asymmetrically, in accordance with the asymmetric test conditions.

In general, the applied RELAP5 input model was suitable for calculating the general
behaviour of the facility (pressure, mass flow rates). MELCOR overestimated the PCC
performance due to air trapped in the dead-end DWL.The TRAC-BF1 estimates showed a
reasonable agreement with the experimental values, but the WWs were not simulated.

Test P4 The P4 test investigated how trapped air in a DW, released later in the transient,
affected the PCCS performance. The air release has been simulated by injecting air into DW1,
4 hours after test initiation for a period of 30 minutes. The initial conditions and the facility
configuration were nearly identical to Test PL Before the start of the air injection phase, the
system behaviour was similar to that of Test PI, which demonstrated the excellent
reproducibility of the PANDA tests. Upon the injection of cold air into DW1, the system
pressure immediately started to increase. After termination of the air injection, it took about
1.5 hours to vent the air from the DW though the PCCs down to the WW gas space. During
the last phase of the test, the system showed normal PCCS operation

RELAP5 calculated the P4 DW and WW pressures well. MELCOR calculated almost no
air trapping in the PCC tubes that could hinder the steam condensation rate, which resulted in
lower calculated pressure values. The TRAC-BF1 code was able to simulate the asymmetric
DW behaviour upon air injection and the behaviour of air inside the PCCs.

Test P5 In the "Symmetric Case, Two PCCs Only" P5 test, each DW had one PCC con-
nected. After the test start, the PCCs were not able to take the whole load. Upon the air injec-
tion, PCC1 was more affected than PCC3, that was connected to DW2. After the air injection,
it took 1.5 hours to vent the air to the WW gas space, which is comparable to the P4 test. Af-
ter the removal of air from the DWs, the system showed normal PCCS operation.

The RELAP5 and MELCOR results showed a rather good agreement with the test re-
sults. As the main vent lines and the WWs were not modeled in the TRAC-BF1 model, all
mass was vented through the PCC vents during the air release phase resulting in higher calcu-
lated PCC feed flows and DW pressures compared to the test.

Test P6 The objective of the "Systems Interaction" P6 Test was to examine the interaction
of the IC in parallel with the PCC units. In addition, the effect of DW to WW leakage on the
containment performance has been investigated. After 4 hours, the leakage path was opened,
whereas the IC operated for the first 7 hours only. No relevant leakage occurred from DW to
WW because the pressures were almost equal on that time. An important finding of the P6 test
was that operation of the IC in parallel with the PCCs has a positive effect on the system
performance due to the enhanced steam condensing capacity.

RELAP5 and MELCOR performed well for calculating the general behaviour of the P6
test. The major discrepancy was the reduced (compared to the experiment) relative load of the
IC, likely caused by the pressure loss characteristics of the IC/PCC inlet lines. Discrepancies
found between TRAC-BFl results and experimental data could be explained by the
shortcoming of TRAC-BF1 in the handling of 3D scenarios with air present.

Test P7 The objective of the "Severe Accident" P7 test was to investigate the PCC
performance under the conditions of a severe accident, where hydrogen may be released to the
containment due to the steam oxidation of Zircaloy cladding. Between 4 and 6 hours, helium as
a simulant of hydrogen was injected into the top of the "dead end" volume DWL The first
phase of the test demonstrated that, the heat removal through the two PCCs was insufficient.
The injection of the cold helium caused a relatively fast pressure rise, starting only at about 5
hours, i.e. 1 hour after the injection started. This delay was caused by initial accumulation of
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helium in the upper part of DW1. The pressure started to rise when helium "overflowed" from
DW1 to DW2, entered the PCC2/3 units, and degraded the performance of those PCCs.

In the case of the P7 test, both helium and air were present. However, both RELAP5 and
TRAC-BF1 are not capable to track more than one non-condensable gas in a system. This
shortcoming of the codes complicated a comparison with the experimental results. MELCOR
overestimated the capacity of PCC units. The reason for this is the experimentally observed
slow release of helium, trapped in the DW1 dead-end volume, into DW2 as a result of the
mixing and counter-current gas flows in the DW1-DW2 connection pipe. The slow flow of
helium into DW2 degraded the performance of the PCC units. With the applied nodalization,
the computer codes could not predict this flow pattern.

3.2.3 Specifiv Phenomena
The analysis of PANDA tests revealed that the applied system analysis codes were not

capable to model mixing and stratification as well as natural circulation loops in gas spaces and
in water pools. Therefore, PSI successfully simulated some characteristic phenomena observed
during the PANDA tests using the state-of the-art 3-D CFD codes GOTHIC and CFX, viz.
heated jet and plume behavior, and heat transfer in the PCC condensers. The calculated results
could however not be verified by experiments due to the lack of detailed data.

Steam/Gas mixture from
Aerosol Generation System

Fig.6 AIDA experimental facility

3.3 Passive Aerosol Removal
The AIDA facility at PSI (see Fig.6) is aimed to

study the effeccts of aerosols on the behaviour of
passive decay heat removal equipment (isolation
condensers; passive containment cooling system
condensers). In Work Package 3 of the TEPSS project
one key benchmarking experiment has been performed
to investigate the change in the overall PCC condenser
heat transfer capability when subjected to SnO2 aerosol
particles. The experiment consisted of two phases. The
first phase, Phase A, lasted 100 minutes and determined
the condensation behaviour of the condenser at the
specified thermal-hydraulic boundary conditions
(without aerosol particles). The second phase, Phase B,

Rohr; 5.1
lasted 85 minutes and determined the condensation behaviour of the condenser at the specified
thermal-hydraulic conditions of the first phase and in addition,
at the specified aerosol boundary conditions.

The experimental work has been supported by analyses
with the MELCOR 1.8.3 code, including several sensitivity
calculations. The main conclusions of this work were that the
degradation of the heat transfer in the PCC tubes due to the
deposition of aerosols (see Fig.7) reached about 20 % and
that the pre- and post-test simulations of the AIDA test using
MELCOR 1.8.3 indicated that the code was not well capable
to calculate the experimentally observed degradation of the
condenser efficiency through the deposition of aerosols

4 Conclusions
The close cooperation between organisations that

operate major BWR-related research facilities in Europe and
those with additional activities on innovative LWRs turned Fig.7 Deposition traces in one of the
out to be very beneficial for the course of the project and is AIDA condenser tubes
strongly recommended for future programmes.
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The standard of the experimental and analytical work performed for the TEPSS project
was very high. The well-defined measurements have been processed in such a manner that the
results are well accessible. The results are a significant addition to the data base for the
assessment of thermalhydraulic system analysis codes, especially for conditions that could be
met in passively operated advanced reactors, i.e. low pressure and small driving forces.

One important design feature in the ESBWR that enhances the economy of scale and that
was successfully tested in the TEPSS project concerned the inclusion of the GDCS gas space
in the WW gas space. This has the advantage that the WW gas space volume is increased when
the GDCS pools are drained, resulting in a lower pressure build-up in the containment.

Work Package 1 of the TEPSS project generated knowledge on the mixing and
stratification behaviour of large water pools. From the results obtained in the LINX facility, no
significant steam bypass could be detected when injecting a mixture of steam and air into a
water pooL For all tests, mixing was found to be very efficient, both in the pool and in the gas
space The LINX tests also revealed that steam vented from a single vertical pipe condenses
very efficiently in a subcooled water pool, also when non-condensables are present.

The PANDA tests, performed for Work Package 2, successfully demonstrated a favourable
and robust performance of the ESBWR PCC under different challenging conditions. The tests
provided detailed data about the PCC start-up, the long-term PCC and containment
performance, the interaction of the different systems under "normal" accident scenarios, and
about conditions that could be met during severe accidents. Moreover, the tests showed an
excellent reproducibility.

The eight PANDA tests have been analyzed with the system analysis codes RELAP5,
TRAC-BF1 and MELCOR. The analyses revealed that these codes are well capable to simulate
the overall behaviour of the PANDA P-series with regards to pressure, mass flow rates, and
pool boil-off. RELAP5 and MELCOR however could not calculate 3-D-effects such as in-
vessel mixing and recirculation due to the 1-D, stacked-volume modeling of the PANDA ves-
sels. On the other hand, this did however not significantly affect the calculated results.

Although TRAC-BF1 is able to model 3-D scenarios in general, the code could only
analyze part of the PANDA P-series transients as well as part of the PANDA facility due to se-
veral numerical problems. These problems relate to the modeling in the code of 3-D-volumes
that contain air under thermodynamic conditions that are near saturation. Similar problems
with the 1-D level tracking model have been solved by UPV, which provides a significant up-
date of the code when applied to low-pressure, low driving forces situations.

The test that has been executed in the AIDA facility under Work Package 3 of the pro-
ject, showed that the deposition of aerosols in a model of the ESBWR PCC resulted in a 20%
degradation of the heat transfer. The MELCOR 1.8.3 simulations of the AIDA test indicated
that the code was not well capable to calculate this degradation of the condenser efficiency.
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